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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate from 

two viewpoints an order-induced topology on a set X„ In 

Chapter II, a topology is defined on a linearly ordered 

set by use of the order relation, and some properties of 

this order topology are investigated. In Chapter III, a 

method is developed for defining a linear order on a con-

nected space, and a sufficient condition is established in 

order that the original topology of the connected space and 

the order topology, which is subsequently defined, be 

equivalent. Some basic results from general topology are 

assumed. However, following are some definitions and theo-

rems which will be used frequently throughout the paper. 

Definition 1.1. A pair (X,<) is said to be a linearly 

ordered set if " is a relation over X with the following 

properties: 

(1) If x,yeX, then x<-y or y<x. 

(2) If xeX, then x/x. 

(3) If x,y,zeX, and if x<.y and y<z, then x<z. 



If X is a set, and " <•" is a linear order for X, then 

x>y if y«x, and x*y if x<-y or x=y. If U=(x:x<a}, then 

X-U={x:xia) since if x^U, then xia which implies that x=a 

or x>a, and conversely. Any pair of elements of X, x and y, 

has a maximum since x<y or y<x. Thus, by induction, any 

finite number of elements of X has a maximum. Similar 

statements hold for minima. 

Definition 1.2. If (X,T) is a topological space and 

X=AUB, where A and B are non-empty, then A and B are said 

to be separated sets if AHB=ĵ  and AnB=$̂  and Af!B=$zf. 

Definition 1.3. A space is connected if it is not the 

union of two separated sets. 

Definition 1.4. A component of X is a connected set 

which is not a proper subset of any other connected set in 

X. 

Theorem 1.5. Every component is both open and closed. 

Definition 1.6. A subset A of (X,T) is compact if each 

open cover of A has a finite subset which covers A. 

Theorem 1.7. A subset A of (X,7) is compact if, and 

only if, each family of closed sets which has the finite 

intersection property has a non-empty intersection. 

Theorem 1.8. Each closed subset of a compact space is 

compact, and each compact subset of a Hausdorff space is closed, 



Definition 1.9. A connected space X is irreducibly 

connected about a subset M if no proper connected subset 

of X contains M. 

Theorem 1.10. A compact, connected T^-space X is ir>r~ 

reducibly connected about its set of non-cut points. 

Corollary 1.11. If X is a compact, connected Tj- space, 

and if N is the set of non-cut points of X, and if X-{a}=AuB 

where A and B are separated sets, then N n A ^ and 

Theorem 1.12. If f is a continuous function on X into 

Y, and A is a compact subset of X, then f[A] is a compact 

subset of Y. 



CHAPTER II 

THE ORDER TOPOLOGY 

It is the purpose of this chapter to investigate a 

method of imposing a topological structure on a linearly 

ordered set so that elements of the topology are defined 

by use of the order relation, and to investigate the top-

ological properties of the resulting space. 

Let X be a set linearly ordered by The order 

topology on X is defined to be the topology generated by 

the subbase consisting of all sets of the form {x:x<a} or 

(x:x>b3 for some a and b in X. The base for the order 

topology will consist of all finite intersections of 

subbase elements; that is, all sets which can be written 

as the intersection of a finite number of subbase elements. 

The notation (a,b) will be used to denote the set of all 

elements of X which have the property that a<x<b and will 

be called an open interval. 

Lemma 2.1. If U is a base element, then for some aeX 

and beX, U=[x:x<b), or U={x:x>a}, or U=(ayb) . 

Proof: Since U is a base element, by definition U=nUi 
Ui 

where is a subbase element for each i. Therefore, 



U = n { x ; x > a . } or, U=[n{x:x>ai3 ] n[n{x:x<bi) ] or, U=n{x:x-<bi} . 
i*» i*t t c | . 

If U=n{x:x>aj_), let a=max{ax,a2, .. .am} . Then U={x:x>a) 

sincd if beU, then b>ai for each i and thus b>a. So be{x:x>a}. 

If b£{x:x>a), then b^a. But b^a implies that b^a^ for each 
n . 

i. Therefore, beU. Likewise, if U=n{x:x<bjL) , let b=minibl, 

b2/...bn). Then U={x:x<b}. If U= [Q{x:x>aj_) ]n [n{x:x<bi) ] , 

then let a=max{ai,a2,...an) and b=min{bi,b2#...bm) .
 BY 

hypothesis, U ^ . Suppose a*b. If pepfxtx^ajj , then p>a>b. 

This implies that p/{x:x<bi) for some i, and thus [0̂ x:x>a-j_} ] 

ft [n{x:x<bi) ]=^, a contradiction. So a<-b. Consider (a,b). 

If pe(a,b), then a<p<b. But a<p and a ^ a for each i imply 
•»% 

that pe{x:x>-ai) for every i, and thus pefl{x:x>a-j_). Likewise, 

pefUx:x<bi} ? therefore, p€U. So ( a , b ) I f p€U, then pe 
TV 

flx:x>ai} which implies that p^a^ for each i. Therefore, p>a. 

Likewise, p<b. So a<p<b, and pe(a,b). Therefore, U=(a,b). 

Example 2.2. Let R be the set of real numbers with the 

usual ordering by magnitude. Now is a linear order-

ing. The subbase elements defined by "<" will be left and 

right half rays which fail to contain the endpoint. The 

base for the order topology will be the set of all open 

intervals. It is easily seen that the order topology on the 

reals is equivalent to the usual topology. 



Example 2.3. Let X be a finite set, X=(a1,a2,...an}, 

and be defined such that ai<a2<>,,('a
n* -*-s sasily 

seen that is a linear order. The order topology on X 

is just the discrete topology since {a]<} = {a£
:aj>aj,_j_)fl 

{aj_ ra^Oj,^) implies that (a^) is open for l'-l^n. Also (a^= 

{ai;a
i<

a
2} and (an)= {a.̂ :a£> a n - 1). Therefore, each one point 

set .is open. 

Example 2.4. Let X = { 1 , . . . } U { 0 } . The set X-{0)is 

not closed in the order topology since any base element 

containing 0 intersects X-(0}. Therefore, 0 is a limit 

point of X-{0}. But X-{0} not closed implies that {0} is 

not open. Therefore, the order topology on X is not the 

discrete topology. However, each one point subset other 

than {0) is open. 

Lemma 2.5. If X and T are topologies for a set X, and 

if B is a subbase for T such that for each UeB it follows 

that Uev̂ , thenTc.\. 

Proof: Let U be open in T . Then U is the union of 

sets U a where each Ua is of the form Ua=nB.j_,B̂  a subbase 

element of T for each i. But Bj_ is v\j-open by hypothesis. 

SofTB̂  is open in \ which implies that each Ua is open in 

therefore, U is i\-open. It follows that Tc.*̂. 



Definition 2.6. A linear order on a set X is 

said to be continuous if for each a and b in X such that 

a<b, ' there are neighborhoods U of a and V of b such that 

whenever xeU and yeV it follows that x<y. 

Now that the basic definitions and some examples have 

been presented, some basic results concerning the order 

topology on a linearly ordered set will be established. 

In the following, X will denote a linearly ordered set, and 

Y will denote the order topology defined on that set. 

Theorem 2.7. The order topology, T , on X is the 

smallest topology on X in which order is continuous. 

Proof: Let be a topology for X, and suppose that 

order is continuous in . Let U be a subbase element in%. 

If U=X or U=jzf, then Uerj. If U?0C and U#, U has the form 

{x:x>b)or (x:x<b) for some beX. Suppose U={x:x<b}. It 

follows that beX-U. If a € U, then a<b, and since order is 

continuous in , there exists -^-neighborhoods of a and b, 

Ua and V;ka, such that if xeUa and yeV^g, then x<y. Consider 

^Ug. If then xeU}- for some keU. However, xeÛ * and, 

be^bk imply that x<b. Therefore, xeU. Conversely, suppose 

xeU. It follows that x<b. Therefore, there is a Ux in the 

collection which contains x. Hence, xeUUa. 
a-«U. 
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Therefore, U=dJUa. However, each Ua is T^-open, so is 
aeu 

î -open, and U is n-°pen- I f U={x:x>b}, U can be shown to 

be -^-open by the similar argument. Therefore, Tc\ by lemma 

2.5. 

Order is continuous in T 0 by the following argument. 

If x,yeX and x<y, then either there exists some z such that 

x<z<y, or there does not exist such a z. If z exists, then 

{p:p<z} is a f0~neighborhood of x, and {q:q>z) is a T 0-

neighborhood of y. These neighborhoods are disjoint, and 

if ae{p:p<z) and be{q:q>z}, it follows that a<z<b. If there 

'does not exist a z such that x<z<y, then (p:p>xland {q:q<.y} 

are disjoint neighborhoods of y and x, respectively. If 

ae{q:q<y} and be{p:p>x), then a<y and b>x. However, this 

implies that a£x and b^y; therefore, a^b. Thus order is 

continuous in T0. 

Corollary 2.8. (X, T0) is a Hausdorff space. 

Proof: Let x and y be distinct points of X. Either x<y, 

or y<x. If x<y, then there exists U and V, neighborhoods of 

x and y, respectively, such that if aeU and beV, then a<b. 

If zeunv, then zeU and zeV. This implies that z<z, which is 

a contradiction. So UflV=̂ , and (X,T0) is Hausdorff. 

Theorem 2.9. Let Y be a subset of X, and suppose that 

" i s a linear order on X. Then is a linear order on Y. 



Theorem 2.10. Suppose T 0 is the order topology on 

X and YCX. Consider TQ, the relative topology on Y with 

respect to X, and T*, the order topology on Y. It follows 

that Tt<-1"̂ . 

Proof: Let A be a subbase element of Tl. Then either 

A={x:x?a, xfcY)/ or A= {x:x<a,xe¥j for some aeA. Suppose 

A={x:x<a,x£Y}. Then A=Yn{x:x<-a,xeX }, and {x:x<-a,xeX} is 

TQ-open. Thus, by definition of the relative topology, A 

is T0'-open, and the theorem is established by Lemma 2.5. 

A natural question which arises now is whether 1̂ = 1̂ . 

The following example will illustrate that, in general, 

the two topologies are not equivalent. 

Example 2.11. Let R be the set of all reals with the 

usual topology. Let Y={x:x<0}U{x:x>l}U{^}. Consider ih)• 

Now [%} is open in ' since {^}=Yn(l/4,3/4). Suppose {%} 

is open in TV. Then there exists some base element in 

which is a subset of {h}. This base element must be an 

open interval, call it (a,b), since a subbase element would 

certainly intersect Y in points other than h. Since a<.̂  

and agY,a<0. Likewise b>l. However, by properties of 

real numbers, acO implies that there exists a real number 

between a and 0. Therefore, (a,b)AY^. Thus {%} is not 

open in . 
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The next few theorems deal with some basic results on 

connectedness, and theorem 2.17. establishes a necessary 

and sufficient condition for X to be connected in the 

order topology. 

Definition 2.12. A linearly ordered set X is said to 

be order-complete if, and only if, each non-void subset of 

X which is bounded above has a least upper bound. 

Theorem 2.13. If (X,f0) is connected, then X is order-

complete . 

Proof: Suppose X is not order-complete. Then there 

exists some subset K of X such that K4$, K is bounded 

above, and K has no least upper bound. Let B=(x:x is an 

upper bound for K}. B is non-empty since K is bounded 

above. Let A=KU(X-B). Let xeX. If x/B, then x£X-B. 

Hence xeA, and AUB^X. However, AUB<X by definition. There-

fore, X=AUB. 

Let xeADB. Since xeB, it follows that x/X-B. However, 

x/X-B and xeA imply that xeK. But x£K andxeB imply that x 

is an upper bound for K which is in K. So x^y for each 

yeK, and if u is an upper bound for K, u must be bigger 

than x since xeK. Therefore, x is a least upper bound for 

K. This is a contradiction since K does not have a least 

upper bound. Hence, AflB=̂ . 
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Let x̂ AfiB. Now x€B implies that x is an upper bound 

for K. Suppose q<x. Then, by theorem 2.7., there exist' 

neighborhoods U of q and V of x such that if aeU and beV, 

it follows that â -b. Now xeA; therefore, there exists 

a point c in Vfi(A-{x)). But ceV and qeU implies q-̂ c. Thus 

q is not an upper bound for A since ceA and q<c. The 

following argument will establish that q is not an upper 

bound for K. If yeA, then yeX-B or yeK. If yeX-B, then 

y is not an upper bound for K. This implies that there exists 

some meK such that m>y. Likewise, if yeK, there exists 

an meK such that m>y since K has no least upper bound. 

Therefore, ceA implies that there exists some irieK such that 

c<m. But qeccin, so q is not an upper bound for K. There-

fore, x is an upper bound for K, and if q<x, then q is not 

an upper bound for K. If follows that x is a least upper 

bound for K. However, this is contrary to the hypothesis. 

Therefore, AfiB=^. 

Let xeAfiB. Since xeA, x^B. But x/B implies that x is 

not an upper bound for K. So there exists some meK such : 

that m>x. Consider U={n;n<m}. U is an open set contain-

ing x. If jeU, then j<m when meK. Therefore,j is not 

an upper bound for K. Thus j/B. So UHB=^. This implies 

that x is not a limit point of B since U is a neighborhood 
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of x which fails to intersect B. So x/&. Therefore, 

AfB={2f. 

By the above arguments, if K is a subset of X which is 

bounded above but fails to have a least upper bound, then 

X can be written as the union of two separated sets, A 

and B. However, this implies that X is not connected. 

Theorem 2.14. If X is order-complete, then each 

non-void set which bounded below has a greatest lower 

bound. 

Proof: Let A be a non-void set which is bounded below 

by a. Let Q={q:qeX, q is a lower bound for A). Since A is 

bounded below, If beA, then b>lc for each keQ. There-

fore, Q is bounded above. This implies that Q has a least 

upper bound, p. Let xeA. Since xeA, x is an upper bound 

for Q. But p is the least upper bound for Q implies that 

pix. Therefore, for each xeA,x>p. So p is a lower bound 

for A. Suppose m is a lower bound for A. Then meQ. Since 

p is a least upper bound for Q, m^p. Therefore, p is the 

greatest lower bound for A. 

Definition 2.15. An ordering for a set X is said to 

have a gap if there are points a and b in X such that a<b, 

and there exists no c such that a<c<-b. 

Theorem 2.16. If the ordering for X has a gap, then 

X is not connected. 
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Proof: Let a and b be points of X such that a<b, and 

there exists no c such that a<c<b. Consider U^={x:x4a) and 

U2=(x:x?b). If yeU1nu2, then y^a and y*b. This implies 

that a?b. This contradicts the assumption that a<b; there-

fore, U1fiU2=^. Also, since there exists no c such that a<c<b, 

it follows that X=U]_Uu2. By definition of the order topology, 

U]_ and U2 are closed. It follows that U^nu2=s^ and U-j_riU2=̂ . 

So U]_ and U2 are separated sets, and X is not connected. 

Lemma 2.17. If A- is a non-empty closed subset of X, 

and p is a least upper bound for A, then peA. 

Proof: Suppose p/A. Then p is not a limit point of A. 

If p is not a limit point of A, there exists some neighbor-

hood U of p,which fails to intersect A. Let U be such a 

neighborhood. There exists a base element U' such that 

peU'cU. Either U'=(a;b),or U'={x:x<a) or U'=(x:x>b) for 

some a,beX. If U' = (a,b), then a<p<b. Since U' n(A-{p)) =$zf, 

there exists no zeA such that a<z*p. Then a is an upper 

bound for A, and a<p. This is a contradiction. If U'={x:x>b), 

then b<p. As before, there exists no zeA such that b<z<p. 

This contradicts the assumption that p is the least upper 

bound. If U' = {x:x<.a}, then p<a. Therefore, a is an 

upper bound for A. But U' n ( A - { p } ) =$zf; therefore, no element 
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of A is less than a. This implies A=ĵ , , which is a contra-

diction. 

Theorem 2.18. X is connected in the order topology if, 

and only if, X has no gaps and is order-complete. 

Proof: Suppose X is connected. Then, by theorem 

2.16., X has no gaps. Also, by theorem 2.13., X is order-

complete. 

Conversely, suppose that X is not connected. The follow-

ing argument will show that if X is order-complete, then X has 

a gap. If X is not connected, then X ' w-kere ui AN<^ ^2 

are separated sets. Now X must contain at least two distinct 

points since and U2 are non-empty. There exists y c ^ and 

peU]_. Either y<p, or p<y. Suppose p<y. Let A be the com-

ponent containing p, and let B=X~A. Then X=AUB, and AHB=^. 

Also, A is both open and closed; therefore, B is both open 

and closed. This implies that A and B are separated sets. Let 

aeA. If a£p, then a<y. If a>p, then suppose a*y. This im-

plies that p<y*a. Let j=l.u.b.{x€A:x<y} and k=g.l.b.fx£A:x>y), 

Observe that A is closed; therefore, k and j are in A. If 

y=k or y=j, then yeA. If j<y<k, then k and j are in A, but 

there exists no xe A such that k<x<y unless yeA. If y/A, then 

A has a gap which implies that A is not connected. This 
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is a contradiction; therefore, yeA. However, A is connected, 

and peU]_. Therefore, A^U^. This implies that yeUj_, a con-

tradiction. Thus a<.y which implies that y is an upper bound 

for A. So A has a least upper bound, p' . Consider Bfi{x:x>p/} 

=B(. Now p' is a lower bound for B'; therefore, B' has a 

greatest lower bound, q'. Since q' is a greatest lower bound 

for B ' and B is closed, q'eB. However, A and B are separated 

sets, so q'/A. But p'eA since p ' is a least upper bound of 

A, and A is closed. Therefore, p'^q'. Suppose p'> q' . Since 

p' is a lower bound for B', if p'> q' , then q ' is not the 

greatest lower bound for B'. Therefore, p'̂  q'. Suppose 

there exists ceX such that p'<-c<q'. Since p'-̂ c, c/A. But 

op', so ceB* . This implies that q'^c. Therefore, there 

exists no c such that p'<.c<q'. 

Theorem 2.19. If A is a compact subset of (X,TQ), then 

X contains a greatest and least element. 

ProofI Suppose A does not contain a greatest element. 

Then for each xeA, there exists some qeA such that q>x. Let 

Gx={ysy<x,yeA) be a collection of open sets. The collection 

Gx covers A since if meA, there exists some neA such that 

n?mj therefore, meGn. Let UX]_,UX2,.. «Uxn be a finite 

subcollection of the collection Gx. If q=max{x^,x2»...xn}, 
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then U Ux^=( x :x<qj . However, there exists yeA such that 

y>q; therefore, y^Pux.. Therefore, no finite subset of 
'xi 

G is a cover. This implies that A is not compact. Like-

wise, if A contains no least element, the collection Gx={p: 

p>x} covers A, and no finite subcollection does. Therefore, 

if A is compact, A contains a greatest and a least element. 

Theorem 2.20. If ACX and A is compact, then A is 

closed and order bounded. 

Proof: Since A is compact, A contains a greatest and 

a least element.by the previous theorem. So A is order 

bounded. Also, X is Hausdorff, by Corollary 2.8., and 

since compact subsets of Hausdorff spaces are closed, it 

follows that A is closed. 

Example 2.21. This example will illustrate that the 

converse of theorem 2.20. is not necessarily true. Let 

R'=R—{ l) . Let A=[0, 2]-{ 1} . Then AcR'. The set A is 

bounded above by 2 and bounded below by 0; so, A is order 

bounded. Also, A is closed since R' -A={ x:x<0}(j {x:x>2} which 

is open in TQ. Therefore, A is closed and order bounded. 

Consider a sequence in [0,1) converging monotonically to 

1, say { ai,a2, .. .an, ...) , and a sequence in (l,2] converg-

ing monotonically to 1, say { b]_,b2, ..-b , .. .) . Consider 

[an,bn] for each n. Since an<a
n+l

 anc^ ̂ n+l^" ^ f°H° w s 
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that [ an/bn]^ [ a n + 1,b n + ] for each n. Therefore, . H ^ a ^ b j ^ 

[aj,bj] . By definition of the order topology, , [a.jyb.j] 

closed for each i. Therefore, this collection of nested 

intervals has the finite intersection property. However, 

the intersection of all the nested intervals is 1, and l^R'. 

Therefore, in R', . H La-; ,bi]=^. Hence, A is not compact. 

Theorem 2.22. (X,T^) is order-complete if, and only 

if, each closed and order bounded subset is compact. 

Proof: First, suppose that (X,T^) is not order-complete. 

Then there exists some subset, U, of X such that U is bounded 

above but has no least upper bound. Let K={y:yeX, y upper 

bound for U) . K is not empty by original assumption. Choose 

asU. Let J= (X-K) H {xtxsaE}. Now K is the set of all upper 

bounds for J since if y£K, then y is an upper bound for U. 

But if zeJ, then z is not an upper bound for U which implies 

that there exists ueU such that z*u. However, u<y and z<u 

imply that z<y. Thus, if yeK., y is an upper bound for J. 

Conversely, if x is an upper bound for J and u€U, suppose 

x<u. If u < a, then x<a, and x is not an upper bound for J. 

Hence, usa. If ueX-K, then ucJ which implies that x is not 

an upper bound for J. If ueK, then u is an upper bound for 

U. However, u>€U; therefore, u is a least upper bound for 

U. Both conclusions are contradictions; hence, x/K and x/X-K. 
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This is clearly impossible, so x̂ tt. Therefore, x^u and x 

is an upper bound for U. 

Suppose J has a least upper bound q. Then q is an 

upper bound for U. Let 1 be an upper bound for U. Then 

1 is an upper bound for J; therefore, lsq. It follows 

that q is a least upper bound for U. This is a contradic-

tion; therefore, J has no least upper bound. 

Let p be a limit point of J. Suppose p/J. Either • 

p/X-K, or p/{x:x^a). If p/{x:x*a), then pe{x:x<a}. However, 

(x :x<a) is an open set about p which fails to intersect J. 

This contradicts the assumption that p is a limit point of 

J. Therefore, p/{x:x<a]. So p/X-K which implies that peK. 

There exists qeK such that q<p since J has no least upper 

bound. Therefore, {x:x>q3 is an open set about p which 

fails to intersect J because q is an upper bound for J. 

Therefore, peJ and J is closed. 

Suppose leJ, and 1* m for each meJ. Then 1 is an upper 

bound for J, and if q<l, q is not an upper bound for J. 

Thus, 1 is the least upper bound for J. This contradicts 

the assumption that J has no least upper bound. Thus, J 

contains no greatest element. Therefore, by theorem 2.19., 

J is not compact. This completes the proof of the first 

part of the theorem; that is, if.each closed and order bounded 
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subset is compact, then (X,\Q) is order-complete. 

Conversely, suppose X is order-complete and A is a 

closed and bounded subset of X. Let G be an open cover for 

A. Observe that A is bounded, and X is order-complete; 

therefore, A has a least upper bound, b, and a greatest 

lower bound, a. By Lemma 2.17., a and b are in A. If A 

is finite, then A is compact. So suppose A is an infinite 

set. Define J={x:[a,x]HA is covered by a finite subset 

of G, and x€A) . Since aeJ, Let k=l.u.b.{x:xeJ} . 

Observe that J is bounded above by b; therefore, 1c exists. 

Also k€A since A is closed. 

Suppose k=a. Let j=g.l.b.{yryeA,y^a}, a non-empty set 

since A is infinite. If j=a, then for each zeX such that 

z>a there exists q£A such that a<q<z since z>a implies 

that z is not a lower bound for {y:yeA,y^a}. Some element 

of the coverG contains a, say U. There is some base element 

which is a subset of U and contains a. There are elements 

of A bigger than a, thus the base element has the form{x:x<d} 

or (c,d). Consider d. Since a<d, there exists some qeA 

such that a<q<d. Then [a,q]f1A is covered by U, a finite 

subcollection of G. However, q>k, a contradiction to the 

definition of k. If j?a, there exists a VeG such that jeV. 
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Then [a,j]HA is covered by UUV. But j>k, contrary to the 

definition of k. Thus, k^a. 

There exists some UeG such that keU. Since U is open 

in T q, there is some base element u' such that keu'cu. 

Suppose some base element u' has the form U = (m,n) for 

some m,neX. If m/A, suppose there exists no l€A such 

that m<l<k. Consider V={x:x<k)nA. This set is bounded 

above by k and is non-empty; hence, it has a least upper 

bound, j, and jeA. If j=k, then m<k and m is an upper 

bound for V. Thus j*k; therefore, [a,j]DA is covered by 

a finite subfamily, H, of G. Then [a,k]DA is covered by 

H together with U since there is no element of A between 

m and k. If leA and m<l<k, then [a,l]DA is covered by a 

finite subfamily of G, However (l,n)c(m,n)c-U; therefore, 

[a,k]flA is covered by that finite subfamily along with "U. 

If m€A, then the above argument also establishes that [a,k]HA 

is covered by a finite subfamily of G. 

Suppose no open interval is a subset of U and contains 

k. Then either there does not exist deX such that d<k, or 

there does not exist feX such that f>k. Thus, either k is 

a lower bound for X, Or k is an upper bound for X. Since 

keX, this implies that k is the greatest lower bound for X 

or k is the least upper bound for X. If k is the least 
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upper bound for X, then k>b. But k^b by the definition 

of k. Thus k=b, and A is compact. If k is greatest 

lower1 bound for X, then k£a. But k?a by definition,. Thus 

k=a, a contradiction. 

As shown above, if k is contained in some open interval 

(m,n) which is a subset of U, then [a,k]HA is covered by a 

finite subfamily,J, of G. If k^b, then k<b. Suppose there 

exists no j such that k<j<n and jeA. Consider {x:x>k)nA=B. 

Since B is bounded below by k, it follows that B has a 

greatest lower bound, 1 and leA since A is closed. Some V 

in G contains 1, and J together with V' covers[a,l]nA. This 

subcollection is finite. But k<n and n*l, thus k<l„ This 

is contrary to the definition of 1. If there exists jeA 

such that k<j<n, then [a,j]DA is covered by a finite sub-

family of G. But j'k, contrary to the definition of k. 

Therefore, k=b and A is compact. 



CHAPTER III 

ORDERING CONNECTED SPACES 

In this chapter, a procedure for defining a linear 

order on certain topological spaces will be described, 

and a sufficient condition that the subsequently defined 

order topology on the space be equivalent to the original 

topology will be established. 

Definition 3.1. A cut point in a connected space (X,T) 

is a point r such that X-(rJ =AliB where A and B are separated 

sets. 

Definition 3.2. If (X,T ) is a connected space and 

p,qeX, then E(p,q) is the subset of X consisting of the 

points p and q together with all cut points r of X that 

separate p and q; i.e.»X-{r)=PrUQr where p£Pr and q€Qr,and 

Pr and Qr are separated sets. 

Henceforth,if (X,7) is connected and p,q£X and r£E(p,q), 

then the sets Pr and Qr will denote sets whose union is X-(r) 

such that p Pr,q Qr and Pr and Qr are separated sets. 

Lemma 3.3. If (X,T) is connected and p,q£X and a€E(p,q), 

then QaU{a) is connected. 

22 
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Proof: Suppose QaU{a) is not connected. Then QaU{a}-= 

AUB where A and B are separated sets. Thus aeA or aeB. 

Let a'eA. Then Qa3-6. Also X-{a}=PaUQa where Pa and Qa are 

separated. Therefore#X=(AUPa)UB. However, AfiB=^ by the 

assumption that A and B are separated sets, and since QaHPa 

=$ and Qa3B, it follows that BHPa=$zf. So (AUPa)nB=j^. Also,, 

AHB=$ZL But PaflQa=j^ and QG^B, so P A F L B = ^ . It follows, then, 

that (PaliA) flB=̂  and thus (PaUA) riB=jzf. Thus, PaUA and B are 

separated sets and their union is X. This contradicts the 

hypothesis that X is connected. There fore, Qall{ a} is connect-

ed. 

Theorem 3.4. Let (X,T) be connected and p,qeX. Let 

a and b be distinct points of E(p,q)p,q} and consider 

Pa»Qa»pb anc^ ®b- k€pa* then Qa is a proper subset of 

Qk and Pjj is a proper subset of Pa. If beQa, then Pa is a 

proper subset of P5 and is a proper subset of Qa. 

Proof: If bePa, then b^Qa and PbU Qjf QaU { a} . But QaU{a} 

is connected so either QaU{a)=Pb or QaUfa}^^. But qeQaU{a} 

and q/Pb, so QaUfaJc.^ and â Qj,. So QfcpQa and Qb^Qa- But 

this implies that (QaU{ a} )D (P̂ Uf b) ) =^. Since X=Qall{a)UPa 

and P^uCbJ^X, it follows that PkU{b}c.Pa. Howeverb/Pj, and 

bePa, so P]3
c:;Pa and Pb^Pa* Alternatively, if beQa, then b^Pa„ 
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But PJJ{ a} is connected and b/Pa so PbUQfcpPaU{ a} . Either 
CI 

PaUfal^p^ or PaUfal^Qk. But p€PaU{a} and p̂ Qfc s o paU{ 

But aeP£> and a/Pa implies that Pa^P^. Therefore, Pa is a 

proper subset of P^. But since PaUtaJ^Pjj, it follows that 

(PaU{ a} )D (QbU{b) )=$*. However X= (PaU{ a} )UQa, so QbU{b}<=Qa. 

Therefore, QbcQa'
 B u t Qb^Q

a
 s i n c e b£Qa but b/Qk. 

Corollary 3.5. If a and b are distinct points in E(p,q)-

{p,q), then Pa is a proper subset of Pfo if, and only if,
 a€P]3* 

Proof: If asP^, then a/Qb. In theorem 3.4., it was .. 

shown that bePa implies that aeQ]-,. Therefore, â Qj-j implies 

b/Pa. So beQa. But beQa implies that Pa is a proper subset 

of P^. Conversely, if Pa is a proper subset of P^, then P^ 

is not a proper subset of Pa which implies that b^Pa. So 

b£Qa, and from the second part of theorem 3.4., beQa implies 

that agP̂ j. 

Corollary 3.6. If a and b are distinct points in E(p,q)-

(P/q) , then Qa is a proper subset of if, and only if, aeQ^. 

Proof: If. aeQfc,, then a/P^. From the second part of 

theorem 3.4., beQa implies that aePfc. Therefore a/Pjj implies 

that b/Q^. So bePa and Qa
eQb and Qj-̂ Qa. Conversely, if Qa 

is a proper subset of Q^, then is not a proper subset of 

Qa. So by theorem 3.4., b/0a. Therefore,be Pa, and from the 

first part of theorem 3.4., aeQfc. 
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Since either bePa or beQa, if the hypothesis of theorem 

3.4. is true, one of the conclusions must be true. 

Definition 3.7. Let X be a connected space. Let p and 

q be distinct points of X. A relation "<" is defined on 

E(p,q) as follows: 

< ={(x,y):(i)x=p and y^p, or (ii)x^q and y=q or 

(iii) P x
c p y f o r P ^ x ^ y a n d • 

Theorem 3.8. The relation is a linear order on-

E(p,q) in the connected space (X,T) . 

Proof: First, suppose x<y. If x=p, then y^p there-

fore, x^y. If p^x^q and p^y^q, then Pxcpy which implies 

that xePy. But y^Py i therefore, x^y. Thus, is anti-

reflexive. Second, suppose x<y and y<z. Again, from the 

definition of x^q and y^p. Since x<y, it follows that 

y^q and since y<z, z^p. So p^y^q. If x=p, then x<z 

since zjtp. Suppose p^y^q and p^x^q. If z=q, then x<z 

since x^q. If z^q, then p^y^q, p^^q, and p^z^q. Therefore, 

PxcPy and Py
cP

z« This implies that Px
cPz ox x<z. Thus, 

is transitive. Third, let x and y be distinct members of 

E(p,q), and suppose x/y. Then x^p and y^q. If y=p, then 

y<x. If x=q, then y<x. If p^y^q and p^x^q, then Px is not 

a proper subset of Py. However, x and y are distinct, so 
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Px is not a subset of Py implies that Py
cPx *>y theorem 3.4. 

Therefore, y<x. 

Theorem 3.9. Let (X,T) be a compact, connected T^-space. 

with exactly two non-cut points, p and q. Then X=E(p,q). 

Proof: By definition E(p,q)cX. Suppose xeX. If 

x=p or x=q, then xeE(p,q). Suppose x/p and x^q. . Then x 

is a cut point of X. So X-{x} =A<Jb where A and B are separated. 

But An{p,q}^ and Bfl{p,q}^ by corollary 1.11. So either 

p&A and qeB or vice versa. Therefore,xeE(p,q). 

Lemma 3.10. If (X,T) is a compact, connected T^-space 

with exactly two non-cut points, p and q, and xeX-{p,q), 

then Px and Qx are T-open. 

Proof: By definition, X-{x}=PxUQx where Px and Qx are 

separated sets. Let aePx. Suppose there exists no T-neighbor-

hood of a which fails to intersect Qxll{x}. This would imply 

that a is a limit point of QxU{x}. So a is a limit point 

of Qx or a is a limit point of {x). But a is not a limit 

point of Qx, since this would imply that Qx
nPx^» anc^ Qxnpx= 

jzf "since Qx and Px are separated. So a is a limit point of 

{x}, which is a contradiction since X~{x} is a neighborhood 

of a which fails to intersect Cx}. So aePx implies a is 

an interior point, therefore Px is T'-open. Likewise Qxis 

I-open. 
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Lemma 3.11. If (X,T) is a compact, connected T^-space 

with exactly two non-cut points, p and q, and x€X-{p,q), 

then Px={a:aeX,a<x} and Qx=(b:b£X and b>x) . 

Proof: Let aePx. If a=p, then a<x where is 

defined as in definition 3.6. If a^p, then Pa<=-Px by 

corollary 3.5. and thus a<x. Therefore,Px
cta:aeX,a<x). 

Let a<x. Then either a=p and x^p or Pac]^x- a=p, then 

aePx by definition. If Pa^x' then aePx by corollary 3.5. 

So Px={ a:a€X,a<-x) . Likewise let aeQx. If a=q, then q>x. 

If a^q, then by theorem 3.4. P x
cP a

 a"d thus a>x. Let a>x. 

If a=q, then a€Qx. If a^q then Pj^Pa a^d by corollary 3.5., 

x£Pa. But xePa implies Qa
cQx which implies aeQx- S o Qx~ 

{b:beX,b>x) . 

Theorem 3.12. Let (X,f) be a compact, connected, T^-

space with exactly two non-cut points. Then the original 

topology, T , on X is equivalent to the order topology, TQ. 

Proof: Since (X,T) is compact, connected and T-̂ , 

X=E(p,q) where p and q are the two non-cut points, and a 

linear order " m a y be defined on X. Thus the order 

topology may be defined on X. Let x,yeX and x<y. Suppose 

there exists no z such that x<z<y. Consider Qx and Py. 

By the preceding lemma Qx=f m:mgX and m>x} and Py={n:neX and 

n<y3 . If aeX, then by the assumption a£x or a^y. If a-x, 
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then a<y and aePy. If a*y, then a>x and aeQx. Therefore, 

X=QxUPy. Also if aeQxDPy, then acQx and aePy. But aeQx 

implies that x<a and a€Py implies that a<.y. Therefore, 

x<a<y which is contrary to the assumption. So QxnPy=j 

But this implies that X is not connected since Qx and Py . 

are open in T and QxUPy=X. Therefore, for each x,yeX such 

that x<y, there exists some z such that x̂ -ẑ y. Consider Pz 

and Qz. Since x<-z, xePz and since z<y, yeQz. Also Pz and 

Qz are open in T , so Pz is a neighborhood of x and Qz is 

a neighborhood of y. Let mePz and neQz. Since mePz. m<-z. 

Also, neQz implies that zcn. So m<z and z^n which implies 

that m<n. Therefore, order is continuous in T and thus 

Consider the identity function f which maps (X/i*) onto (X,?^). 

By definition, f is one to one and onto. Let U be open in T 0. 

Then f_1(U)=U and Ue70. Since T0c/T, UeT and thus f is 

continuous. Since f is one to one and onto, f"-*- is a function. 

Let V be closed in f, and consider (f~^)~^ (v)=f (v). Since 

V is closed on I, and I is a compact topology for X, it 

follows that V is compact. However, f is continuous and 

continuous images of compact sets are compact, so f(V) is 

compact. But To is Hausdorff, and compact subsets of 

Hausdorff spaces are closed, so f{v) is closed. Therefore 

f"1 is continuous, which implies that f is a homeomorphism and 

1 'o* 
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